
PULIGNY-MONTRACHET 1er Cru Referts 2017

Given its location, it can be compared to Fefe in Bresse that means a bristling
field of brush and rocks. This is a land which had to remove the heads of rocks
and had to clear land for planting vines

SITUATION
Production area: 5,52 ha
Altitude : 230-250 m

TERROIR
The closest "Climat" to Meursault 1er Cru Charmes, divided by the famous "Chemin des
Moînes" (the monks path). The soil is marly at the top and and more ferruginous at the
bottom, therefore it produces a more unctuous and a fatter wine than the others. Sensitive
to over-ripeness.
Soil : Calcareous Clay

IN THE VINEYARD
Wine-Growing method : sustainable
Harvest: 100 % manual

WINEMAKING
At their arrival in our cellar, the grapes are immediately and carefully pressed with a
pneumatic press .
100 % crushed grappe
Finning: yes
Filtration : yes

MATURATION
12 months (whose 5 months in stainless steel tank)
100 % oak barrels (whose 25% of new oak)

VARIETALS
Chardonnay 100%

SPECIFICATIONS
Alcohol level (% vol.): 13 % vol.

SPECIFICATIONS
Age of vines: 46 years ans

SERVING TIPS
Serving temperature : 12-14°C
Should be drunk between 2022 and 2026

TASTING NOTES
Sophisticated and concentrated nose: citrus and apricot, then notes of honey and butter
with age. Finesse from Puligny-Montrachet combined with a dense and fleshy texture.

FOOD PAIRING
Ideal with seafood, poached fish or cooked with cream and cheese such as Epoisses.
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PULIGNY-MONTRACHET 1er Cru Referts 2017

REVIEWS AND AWARDS

91pts
"Clear bright colour. The nose is accessible, with delicious light fruit, but
a suggestion of depth to come. This is lifted, not a heavy Referts but
there is enought concentration. This has no more than middling
intensity and persistance, but with good style."
Jasper Morris, Jasper Morris, 01/02/2019

"A little less depth than the Abbaye de Morgeot but more width with the
same fine clarity and energy. Volume in the mouth, melting, so
deliciously melting, more an ingraining style of wine – there is energy
but it’s less overt. A different but equally engaging character, top – you
probably wouldn’t notice that it abuts Charmes!"
Bill Nanson, Burgundy Report, 01/12/2018
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